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A long way down...

§ High Energy Physics is 
concerned with the lowest 
level (most fundamental) 
aspects of Nature

§ Main goal is to find the 
underlying theory from 
which all observed 
physical phenomena 
follows (at least in 
principle)

??SupersymmetrySupersymmetry

??Superstrings Superstrings (1.6x10(1.6x10--3232 mm)mm)

...



§ Fermions (matter)
§ Bosons (forces)
§ Almost all particles 

observed
§ t quark in 1995 

(mt=175GeV)
§ nτ neutrino in 1999

§ Higgs particle
§ electroweak symmetry 

breaking
§ mh>114 GeV @ 95% CL

Standard Model
of elementary particles



Physical laws & symmetries

Symmetry (Greek)= same measure

Any physics law can be expressed as a particular symmetry 
(= independence from certain parameters)

Example:
Conservation of energy follows from the independence of
physical laws from time ( symmetry with respect 
to translations in time) 

High Energy Physics tries to explain the most fundamental
symmetries of nature

The hard part is to explain how symmetries break



Symmetry= Ability to predict In the real picture, Symmetry
is wonderfully broken

Piero della Francesca: Polittico della Misericordia
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The spectrum of elementary constituents
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Evidence for
Massive Neutrinos



Cosmic Ray 
Showers

Neutrino Beams made from Particle Accelerators

Neutrino Beams 
made 

from Reactors

ν’s from cosmos:
our sun

supernovae
relic neutrinos

keV
neutrinos

GeV
neutrinos

MeV
neutrinos

ν’s from home:



What makes neutrinos so interesting, anyway?

Neutrino mass has big implications for the Standard Model

� MNS matrix→ not diagonal dominant
� CP  and CPT violation 
� sterile neutrinos

� do not interact weakly −− mix with standard ν’s

................and big implications for the universe

� supernovae neutrino bursts
� structure formation of galaxies(HDM)
� leptogenesis →  baryon asymmetry 

Neutrino properties: new interactions, magnetic moments, etc.
 which beyond−the−Standard Model theory?



P(νµ    νe)= sin22θsin2(1.27∆m2L/Ε)

Oscillation Probability depends on:
�Two fundamental parameters

� ∆m2

� sin22θ
�Two experimental parameters

� L: distance from neutrino source 
   to detector
� E: Neutrino energy

νµ disappearance

νe appearance



Super Kamiokande
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neutrino oscillations

with this plot from SuperK in 1998, everybody
started believing in atmospheric ν oscillations
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neutrino oscillations

but the situation with solar neutrino oscillations
was more confused… 

and the LSND result was even less convincing.
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solar neutrinossolar neutrinos
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New results from SNO

direct evidence for flavor 
conversion of solar ν’s

observation of day/night 
effect
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Purely sterile oscillations excluded at 5.4 Purely sterile oscillations excluded at 5.4 σσ
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are we converging on a 
Standard Model of ν oscillations?

NO



Neutrino Oscillation Signals

3 independent ∆m2!

too many for the three 
standard model 

neutrinos!

Terrestrial neutrino 
experiments

at medium and high ∆m2
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is the LSND result correct?
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KamLAND is looking for LMA “solar” oscillations in
reactor antineutrinos.

In CPT violating scenario, KamLAND does not see
oscillations!





Evidence for
Dark Energy
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what else does the Standard Model what else does the Standard Model notnot explain ?explain ?

95% of the Universe!

SM matter





COBE Anisotropy
of Cosmic Microwave

Background (CMB)

Dipole contribution due to Sun motion 

Milky way radiation 

"Standing waves" sensitive to the 
large-scale structure of the Universe 
with the amplitude 

∆ Τ= 0.000 003 Κ

T=2.725 ± 0.002 K

CMB is isotropic and homogenous to a
high degree; its average temperature is



Boomerang (1998)

MAP (launched 2001)

Wonderful angular resolution!
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large-scale structure of spacetime

talk by Max Tegmark

We are getting lots
of information about
the cosmological
parameters!
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Biggest discovery in cosmology of past 5 years:
real error bars!
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P2K/NASATV movie excerpt

and of course we anticipate
new physics at the TeV scale



Waiting for 
New Discoveries
at
New Colliders
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fermions                       fermions                       bosonsbosons
supersymmetrysupersymmetry

electron                        electron                        sselectronelectron
quark                              quark                              ssquarkquark
photphotinoino photonphoton
gravitgravitinoino gravitongraviton
none of the sparticles have been discovered yet
most of the dark matter

in the universe maybe
the lightest sparticle
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SUSY and extra dimensions at SUSY and extra dimensions at hadron collidershadron colliders

talk by Dave Stuart

Tevatron and LHC are our energy frontier
colliders for at least a dozen years

If you don’t understand QCD and EW
backgrounds as seen in your detector,
you are likely to miss the new physics!



Tevatron Run II takes off now

Live events from http://www.fnal.gov
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Computing in LHC experiments

All charged tracks with pt > 2 GeV

Reconstructed tracks with pt > 25 GeV

(+30 minimum bias events)

Higgs decay in 4 muons
1 in 10 13 events

The data
transmitted  in
ONE SECOND
of LHC running

is equivalent to:

the information
exchanged by
WORLD
TELECOM
(≈ 100 million
phone calls)



Status of Standard Model 2002

Probability of χ2 fit 
≈ 1.7 %

Largest Pulls
in Standard Model 

Electroweak Fit

Probability of χ2 fit
(without NuTeV) 

≈ 14 %

Afb
0,b

NuTeV

EWWG

+ Møller scattering



Higgs mass from Standard Model fit



Maybe a hint of Higgs...



Higgs Discovery Potential at Tevatron Run II



Perturbation Theory 
in Strong Interactions

§ QCD enjoys the property 
that the coupling strength 
decreases as the energy 
increases  

§ Known as asymptotic 
freedom

§ Means we can use 
perturbation theory 

§ There is a simple 
diagrammatic technique 
called Feynman diagrams

( )πα 42gs =



Electron-proton scattering

§ Canonical testing ground 
for QCD is ep scattering

§ Early ep scattering 
experiments lead to 
discovery of quarks (1990 
Nobel Prize)

§ State-of-the-art ep facility is 
in Hamburg, Germany at 
DESY

§ Machine is called HERA





Dijet event



Uncertainties of PDF's :

Gluon : better constrained now by DIS and jet data



The phase diagram of water



GUEST

GUEST

GUEST

GUEST
"Density"

GUEST
Temperature
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Quark Stars?

not yet!

Chandra and HST neutron star images
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a real neutron star?

outer crust
superfluid nuclear matter
crystalline CS quark matter
transparent CFL quark matter
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Hot quark matter at RHIC

hot = 2 trillion degrees K
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RHIC physics agenda

characterize collision at freezeout

find critical point

measure properties of quark-gluon plasma
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RHIC results: particle ratios

In an equilibrium system, two
parameters are sufficient to 
predict the “chemical” mix:

(# pions) / (# protons)
(# kaons) / (# pions)
(# anti-protons)/(# protons) 
et cetera. )(03.0)(02.074.0

)(04.0)(03.095.0

)(020.0)(006.0025.1

sysstat
p
p

sysstat
K
K

sysstat

±±=

±±=

±±=

+

−

+

−

π
π

Phobos preliminary

Temperature (T)
and “net amount of matter” (µB)



The phase diagram of water II
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MISSING ENERGY + MULTIJET MISSING ENERGY + MULTIJET 
STANDARD MODEL COMPONENTSTANDARD MODEL COMPONENT

multijet QCD

Diboson

top single , tt

jets  )W(

jets  )Z(

+→
+→

νl
ll E

W
K

Note:  The missing energy
is a QCD sample
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Comparisons SM predictions-Data 
around the Blind Box
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The limit in the
squark-gluino mass

plane
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gluino candidate event
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attacking the Big questions attacking the Big questions 

what is the dark matter?

what is the structure of spacetime?
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what is the dark matter?

• stable weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPS)
are attractive CDM candidates

• for large portions of the parameter space of R-parity
conserving SUSY models, the weakly interacting
massive neutralino is the stable LSP

How do we test this?
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what is the dark matter?
a 5-pronged attack:

study DM distributions, clustering
look for high energy gamma rays
from neutralino annihilation in the cosmos
look for high energy neutrinos from
neutralino annihilation in the Sun
detect DM particles coming from space
produce neutralinos in colliders! 

talks by J. Annis S. Asztalos, L. Baudis, P. Johansson, C. Kao, T. Okamoto
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what is the dark matter?

0
1χ~

0
1χ~ Is this the

dark matter?

We will have a definitive answer
within about 5 years!
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what is the structure of spacetime?

Really many questions, all hard:

large-scale structure of spacetime?
microscopic structure of spacetime?
extra dimensions of spacetime?
quantum dynamics of spacetime?
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microscopic structure of spacetime?

extra dimensions of spacetime?

quantum dynamics of spacetime?

talk by Ashoke Sen
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require 7 extra space dimensions 
and give us ways to hide them
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extra dimensions?6 or 7

String theory demands extra String theory demands extra 
dimensions.dimensions.

ExperimentsExperiments can actually can actually 
discover them!discover them!
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Extra space dimensions?
•Waves (and particles) of large wave
length (small energy) simply do not
fit  in the curved dimension
•how small is R?

R

Kaluza & Klein
1930’s

Superstring theory not consistent in 4 dimensions
Extra curved dimensions required
Scale? ≈ 1/MPlanck?

« if a cat would disappear in Pasadena and reappear in
Erice, this would be an example of global cat conservation.
This is not the way cats are conserved » (R.P. Feynman)
.... in 4 dimensions



branebrane--worldsworlds

Standard Model particles are trapped on a brane and Standard Model particles are trapped on a brane and 
can’t move in the extra dimensionscan’t move in the extra dimensions
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How do we look for graviton production
(from large extra dimensions) at hadron
colliders?
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Only qqbar->g G (PYTHIA 6.115 + graviton process), 
δ=6, M=1TeV, √s=2TeV, GEANT CDF preliminary

RUNII simulation and display



Visions of Future
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83Large Hadron Collider (CERN, 2007)

new accelerators for new physics
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ATLAS shaft and service cavern
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new accelerators for new physics

Linear Collider (?,~2015)
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underground and in the sky

SuperNova Acceleration Probe (SNAP) 

dark energy
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the triple coincidence problemthe triple coincidence problem

How can it be that we are experiencing, at the same time,

the Golden Age of flavor physics

the Golden Age of cosmology

the advent of the Higgs and the
new physics of the TeV scale

Answer: particle physics is an amazingly vital field!




